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Hiking on the East Side of Glacier National Park

Article & photos by Maryann Gaug

Steep-cliffed mountains rise high above rounded
Lake, lie the historic Many Glacier Hotel, a campgreen valleys, their rocky summits and serrated ridg- ground, and other lodging and restaurants. Boat
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period ended about 10,000 years ago, peaks and val- disembark and hike a short steep trail and catch anleys alike were draped in sheets of ice. Today only
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The Swiftcurrent Pass Trail is excellent for walkGlacier. The park is divided east/west by the Contiing
on gentle terrain through an aspen and lodgenental Divide as well as by the Hudson Bay Divide,
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where water flows north to Hudson Bay. The east
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the towering peaks and along cascading creeks and
The Swiftcurrent Lake Trail circumambulates this
strings of lakes. Along the banks of Swiftcurrent
gorgeous lake in about 2.5 miles. Or you can hike
along either side of the lake to reach Lake Josephine
and the trails to either Grinnell Glacier or GrinCONFERENCE 2014 - July 23-27
nell Lake. The lake is snuggled in the trees below
towering cliffs, fed by a waterfall that drops from
Glacier National Park
the Grinnell Glacier cirque (3.4 miles one way or
0.9 mile if you ride the boats). We hiked the trail
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to Grinnell Glacier. It hugs the south side of Mount
Grinnell, with ever expanding views of nearby peaks
and the valley below, including the turquoise Grinnell Lake. The trail passed below a cliff where we
walked, or rather ran, next to a small waterfall! A

the tunnel leads you to one branch of the Belly River
drainage, with Elizabeth Lake below. From the trailhead to the tunnel is 5.2 miles one way.
The trail to Iceberg Lake takes off from the Ptarmigan Trail. Unfortunately, the day my friend and I
planned to hike it (her favorite), grizzly bears had
been in the area and the trail was closed. From the
trailhead to the aptly named lake is 4.5 miles one
way.
The Two Medicine Lake area lies to the south of
Many Glacier. While it doesn’t have the glaciated
peaks that gave Many Glacier its name, the picturesque lake is less crowded. Trails lead you around
the lake. My friend and I hiked the north side of the
lake to the east side where Twin Falls provides a
great place for lunch (3.8 miles one way). If you’d
like to see the falls but want to hike less than 1
mile, you can catch the boat that plies the waters of
Two Medicine Lake.
These hikes are
just a sampling of
the various and
interesting trails
available on the
east side of Glacier
National Park. Take
time to enjoy at
least one of them!

Grinnell Lake, waterfalls from Grinnell Glacier,
and Salamander Glacer above

picnic area with a pit toilet greets you just below
the last grunt up the moraine to Upper Grinnell
Lake. My friend and I didn’t make that last climb
because the heavens dropped a waterfall of rain on
us at the picnic area. If you hike to Grinnell Glacier
from the Swiftcurrent Picnic Area trailhead, it’s 5.5
miles one way. If you ride both boats, you save yourself a 1.7-mile hike one way.
Another option takes you on the other
side of the Swiftcurrent Valley to Ptarmigan Lake and, if you choose, to Ptarmigan
Tunnel. This pleasant trail climbs past
Ptarmigan Falls at 2.6 miles, then meanders through lush forest and flower-filled
meadows to Ptarmigan Lake, entrenched
in a rocky cirque. The bank of the lake is
a great lunch spot. You can continue to
the tunnel, following the steadily climbing
trail as it traverses below a ridge to the
east. Blasted through the narrow Ptarmigan Wall just below the ridge top in 1931,

Two Medicine Lake
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Writers’ Corner

Like Candy on My Tongue

Article by Virginia Parker Staat

“What crazies we writers are, our heads full of language
like buckets of minnows standing in the moonlight on a dock.”
~ Flannery O’Connor
Last week, while rummaging for adjectives in my word box, I came across a list that I had written when we
lived in Mexico. The list was titled, Words Like Candy on My Tongue. It contained words like palomino, chrysanthemum, and soliloquy.
Finding this list of sweet words reminded me how delicious words can taste. I well remember the day
that I wrote that list. We were on a three-year assignment in Tampico, completely immersed in the Spanish
language. I spent most days struggling to communicate and comprehend. The bombardment was relentless.
Even our car spoke Spanish.
With so many foreign words swirling around me, I longed to say familiar, beautiful words that rolled like
candy on my tongue. Some days, David and I would draw all the curtains in the house, shutting out our noisy,
dusty street to watch old movies off a satellite dish as big as an Apollo space capsule. Those old movies had
the language that we longed for… rich words, vibrant words, passionate words.
As writers, we have the opportunity to serve sweet and beautiful words to our readers… not flowery or
fancy words but words that when whisked together create a tantalizing treat that transports our readers
into seeing something old as new again.
At the risk of mixing metaphors, beautiful words blended together explode on the tongue like a lyrical
symphony of flavors. The words melt into each other, mesmerizing with a rhythmic cadence. They captivate
with tone. They enchant with a lyrical flow. This is not about overwriting. See how outdoor writer Peter
Matthiessen evokes emotion and imagery with these few, beautiful words, “Figures dark beneath their loads
pass down the far bank of the river, rendered immortal by the streak of sunset upon their shoulders” (from
The Snow Leopard).
We accomplish this kind of writing with painstaking detail. We begin by eliminating unnecessary words.
We add rhythm by varying sentence lengths and structures, building a conscious ebb and flow and intensity
throughout our work. Tone comes with words that evoke emotion consistent with our subject matter. Flow
comes with smooth transitions, using a variety of alliteration and staccato words, building sentences that
roll off the tongue and enable our readers to visualize our subject. In the end, we arrive at something transcendent, turning even something ugly into raw beauty.
A simple test to check our success is to read our work aloud, as if it were a performance, listening to cadence, rhythm, and breath. We massage our words until they come alive with personality, like connoisseurs
describing wine or chocolates.
Taste the sweetness of your favorite words on your tongue, then swirl them together into a luscious confectionary of rich sentences. Done well, our word candy can tempt even the most reluctant of readers into
wanting to savor more.

Stealing a Peanut © Terry Guthrie
Honorable Mention, Fauna, 2013 Contest
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Jack’s Jaunts

tines. Who needed those slides anyway? I hope Goodwill is happy with the wooden skis. That cowboy hat?
Worn once, maybe twice. Perhaps those magazines
covering the Super Bowl don’t capture the thrill they
once did---in the last century. Forty years of National
Geographics? Really?

Relocation

Article & photos by Jack Olson

Sometimes a feisty creature, out of sorts, requires
a more amenable habitat. It may no longer fit the
environs where it has so long existed. Sometimes this
otherwise noble creature needs a change of scenery.
Official guardians of the peace might be forced to
employ traps. In extreme cases, the innocent mammal is, as they say in the wildlife department, “put
down”. Taken out. Kaput. Eradicated. On the wrong
side of the flower bed.
But just suppose, and this might be a stretch, that
the astute creature realizes that his comfortable
sanctuary no longer fits his aging needs. Some impertinent members of his species have even referred to
it as a “dump”. You’ll
agree this remark was
uncalled for, but it did
have a sort of familiar
ring to it.
So, rather than wait
for the authorities to
roust him out, remove
him feet first, as it
were, he hightails it.
He has occupied his
cave, his territory,
for decades and he
hardly knows where
to start. He has survived in this corner
of the forest for over
half his natural life,
happy, undisturbed.
But stumbling up and
Longs Peak, easy from here
down that mountain
to obtain sustenance, companionship, even finding
balms for his aching limbs has become more difficult
by the year.
What if this creature were, for example, me?
About three years ago I signed up on a
list to move to a new apartment, one with
elevators and a laundry room on every
floor. My recreation center was across
the street. Good friends lived even closer
than before. I began stuffing boxes, paring 150,000 slides down to something over
100,000, ruthlessly tossing and sometimes
donating formerly precious items. I waited
for the call to move. And waited. And
waited. You notice I said that was three
years ago.
As years pass you can kind of forget that
this move will occur in your lifetime. It’s
easy to resume your old habits and rou-

A break in the clouds over the Continental Divide

Now, pretend this extra space above denotes the
passage of time. I’ve typed this on June 23, so many,
many wearing days since my move on May 29. The
move hasn’t been as frightening as that experience
on Longs Peak, but that was maybe 45 years ago.
This was worse. In fact, I couldn’t even type until
today. A miracle man fixed my computer. Except I’m
almost too tired to type.
Let’s start with the day of the move. A mover
dropped the cabinet that my TV usually sat on and
broke it. Bounce, bounce, bounce down the stairs.
“Toss it!!”
I blithely
exclaimed.
Easy come,
easy go.
It’s fun to
be blithe.
When we
got to
the new
apartment
building
the freight
elevator
was broken
and all my
furniture
stacked
The last rays of the sun over the Rockies
up in the
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President’s Column
The Image Behind the Story

lobby. Right then I got a call on my cell phone telling
me that my old phone number would not be transferred to the new carrier. Most of you who know me
would say I’m usually glued, but in the midst of all
that pile of furniture I became unglued.
So we get upstairs and are moving in the furniture. One man is putting the bed together, I’m doing
something else important and the other mover is
bringing more furniture in. And right then I hear,
“Fire Department.” What? Good Lord, what next? It
seems the man putting the bed together accidentally
tripped the alarm which alerts first responders that
some old timer is in trouble. This is not going well.
The last three or four weeks seem almost like a
month. But listen to this: My apartment is on the
fifth floor and I have a great big porch that looks
west. You know what’s out there? About one hundred
miles of sprawling mountains. And sunsets. A person
could get used to this.

Article and photo by Al Perry

A few years ago, a magazine interviewed me about
my photographic pursuits. We discussed my beginning in photography and evolution into nature photography.
While in the U. S. Army during the late 1960s, I
interned with a commercial photographer working in
the color lab and studio in addition to assisting with
wedding photography. After discharge from the Army,
I went to graduate school and helped pay part of
my expenses by setting up a photography business.
I contracted with many of the sororities and a few
of the fraternities to shoot social photography. After
graduation, photography became a hobby.
Twenty years later, I decided to improve my photographic skills and update my equipment. At this
time, I decided to pursue nature photography.
The last question asked by the magazine interviewer was: “Al, you have been to most continents
and shot many photos. If you had to describe your
favorite photo, which one would it be?”
Without hesitation, I described the circumstances
of my favorite photo. I departed before dawn one
December
morning to
photograph a
farmer at his
farm house on
his 90th birthday in northern
Indiana. After
driving for about
two hours, my
wife called to
say the farmer
called off the
birthday celebration because
a snow storm
and wind were
causing drifts on
rural roads. Not
following sound
advice, I continued on and
arrived at the
90-year-old man greeting me at the door
family farm.
during snow storm
As to the
answer to the magazine interviewer asking about my
favorite photo, I replied: “My favorite photo is of
a 90-year-old man greeting me at the front door as
snow blew in the house. Technically, the photo is not
the best, but he is my father.”

Mountain Lion © Jon Sheppard

Road Report Portal
Road warriors who want to know
the latest road conditions before hitting the highway can get
all the information they need with
just a few clicks of the mouse.
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration website provides links to local
traffic, construction, and road report
websites for all 50 states, Washington D.C., and Puerto Rico. Go to
www.fhwa.dot.gov/trafficinfo.
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Annual Auction & Corporate Friends Update

Those attending the auction during RMOWP’s annual conference, taking place July 23 through 27 in
West Glacier, Montana, will have the opportunity
to bid on a number of excellent outdoor products
from RMOWP’s corporate friends. And by the way,
if you have any suggestions for additional corporate
friends, please pass them along at info@rmowp.org.
Corporate Friends pay no dues and have no voting
rights, and are admitted to the RMOWP family only
at our invitation. Following is information about
some of them, and their auction items.

Buck Knives Includes RMOWP in Knife
Anniversary

Buck Knives’ classic 110 Folding Hunter has been
transformed this year in celebration of its 50th anniversary, and Buck has donated a special engraved
version of this commemorative knife to RMOWP for
the first prize in the Members’ Choice Photo Contest
that takes place at this year’s conference. This commemorative knife features an anniversary medallion
on the handle and custom blade stamp denoting 50
years. It comes with a genuine leather sheath along
with all the features that have made the 110 one of
Buck’s most popular knives for the past 50 years.
Introduced by Al Buck in 1964, the model 110
revolutionized the industry and quickly became a top
seller with its breakthrough folding locking system.
Chuck Buck, chairman of Buck Knives, commented,
“I remember when my Dad was designing the 110;
he wanted a folding knife that would be reliable and
contain the features he felt were important for a
good knife.”
The company is celebrating the golden anniversary of
the Model 110 Folding Hunter with a special 50th Anniversary sweepstakes. The
contest continues through
50th Anniversary knife
October with a variety of prizes,
ranging from Buck knives and
apparel to fishing and hunting trips and the grand
prize of a 2014 Chevy Silverado 4X4.
Customers can register at participating retail locations, Buck Knives sponsored events, by mail, online
at www.buckknives110.com or through Buck Knives
Facebook page. No purchase is necessary to win, and
purchases do not improve chances of winning.
In addition to the engraved knife, Buck is donating
two knives for the auction.

No dog left behind!

Buddy Beds, a Denver company and new corporate
friend of RMOWP, is donating several products to this
year’s auction that will give your dog a first class
travel experience.
The Memory Foam SUV Travel Bed eliminates the
vibration and bumps of car travel with a patented
sleep system that combines a layer of top-quality
four-pound memory foam with a layer of supporting
foam, a protective
waterproof/breathable liner, and a
durable, washable,
outer cover. It’s comfortable, expertly
constructed, and ruggedly stylish.
Buddy Beds has
also sent one of its
Car Seat Protector
Blankets, a rugged,
Memory Foam SUV travel bed for
padded blanket that
your four-legged traveling buddy
will protect your car
seats. It’s reversible,
with super soft fleece on one side and suede microfiber on the other, and cushioned with high-quality
60-gram fiberfill. The protector attaches easily to
most bench seats with adjustable nylon straps and
quick-release buckles.
Both the travel bed and car seat protector blanket
are being donated by Buddy Beds specifically for this
year’s auction, which takes place during the annual
conference in West Glacier, Montana. For additional
information on these and Buddy Beds’ other products, see www.buddybeds.com.
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Want this newsletter e-delivered?
Let us know: info@rmowp.org
subject: E-mail RMO
Thanks!
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Ghost House Before Storm © Al Perry
2nd Place, Black and White Prints, 2013 Contest

New Knives from Bear and Son

An end to Fly-away Equipment

Looking for a top-quality made-in-America knife?
Bear & Son Cutlery makes all of the company’s
high-quality knives in their state-of-the-art factory
in Jacksonville, Alabama, and offers a wide range of
knives covering almost every knife need, all backed
by Bear’s lifetime warranty.
A recent addition to the company’s line is its tenknife Blue Jean Series, honoring the 141-year heritage of blue jeans as one of the most comfortable,
durable clothing items for both men and women.
These special knives have rugged blue handles and
highly polished high-carbon stainless steel blades. All
ten are folding knives and five are locking models.

Cotton Carrier, a small British Columbia company
named for its founder, Andy Cotton, is RMOWP’s newest corporate friend. The company produces special-

5” Pro Lockback
with Camowood handle

ized straps to keep cameras and binoculars from
swinging all over the place while you’re out hiking,
climbing, biking, or whatever adventure you are pursuing in the great outdoors.
Essentially, your equipment is strapped to your
body to free up both hands, but is quickly and easily accessible when you want it. Not only does this
method protect your equipment from an unpleasant
confrontation with a rock or tree, but it relieves the
strain we often experience on our necks and shoulders.
Cotton Carrier is sending a sample of its new binocular bracket for the RMOWP auction. For details on
that and other products see www.cottoncarrier.com.

4 1/8” Sideliner with stag bone
handle and black blade

Bear & Son has generously donated the knives
shown above to be used for Best of Show awards in
RMOWP’s annual writing and photography contest,
plus several of its newest knives for the auction. All
are specially engraved for RMOWP. For more information about this corporate friend of RMOWP, go to
www.bearandsoncutlery.com.
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Keep Lenses Clean the Easy Way

Another of RMOWP’s corporate friends, LensPen,
has also announced new products and is sending
samples to the RMOWP auction. This small Canadian
company specializes in revolutionary tools to easily
clean fingerprints from high-quality camera lenses,
binoculars, scopes, smart phones, tablets and similar
screens.
Its latest innovation, the LensPen Elite line, produces an even neater cleaning method than previous models. LensPen sent several of its products to
the Fruita conference,
and by all accounts they
worked perfectly. For
details on the LensPen
cleaning system and the
company’s products, see
www.lenspen.com.

Remington Expands its Line-up

Remington Arms Company, one of RMOWP’s oldest
corporate friends, has announced that it is entering
the concealed carry handgun market with the introduction of its new model R51 9mm subcompact. This
lightweight handgun, with a 3.4-inch barrel, is de-

signed to maximize any user’s shooting ability under
the extreme stress of a personal defense scenario,
according to Remington. The company, part of the
Freedom Group Family of Companies, is providing
an R51 handgun for this year’s RMOWP auction. See
www.remington.com for information on the R51 and
Remington’s other products.
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RMOWP Scholarship Awarded to
New England Journalism Student

The winner of this year’s Scott-McKenna scholarship
is Sarah Kinney of Shelburne, New Hampshire, a journalism major at Simmons College in Boston.
Sarah has been interning at the Berlin Daily Sun,
a New Hampshire newspaper,
often covering outdoor subjects, and this fall she will be
editor-in-chief of the Simmons
College campus newspaper.
She has also been accepted
as an intern for Outdoors,
the member magazine of the
Appalachian Trail Club. After
graduation next January she
hopes to work for a mediumsized newspaper or magazine
in New England.
Sarah tells us:
“As for my professional
goals, I have always wanted
Sarah Kinney, winner of to be a storyteller. Stories are
one of humanity’s oldest tradi2014 Scott-McKenna
Scholarship
tions and one that transcends
so many cultures. It is important to document the human experience and our
interactions with each other and the world. I believe
it is my purpose to tell those stories in an engaging
and objective way.”
Scholarship chairman Mike Hammond said he
received close to 150 applications for the scholarship - from Alaska to New Zealand and Oregon to
the United Kingdom - and Sarah received the $2,000
award because her application “ranks at the top
of all the submissions that I have received over all
the years that I have been in charge of the
scholarship.”
“Sarah Kinney earned the award not only
through her outstanding application, but
through the way she conveyed to me her desire to do something with the talent she has
worked so hard to improve and perfect over
the years,” Hammond said.
In a letter thanking RMOWP for the award,
Sarah told Hammond that she has been
working summer jobs since she was 14 to
earn money for college, but she also has to
rely on scholarships such as the one from
RMOWP to cover the costs. She added, “I
know so many have invested in me, and I
hope to do well by them.”

New Mexico Outhouse - “It’s
Poop TV” © John Catsis
2nd Place, Humorous,
2013 Contest

Conference
Reminder —
Don’t Forget to pack:
•

items for the auction

• matted photos for Members’
Choice contest
•

photos for the photo critique

• written work for the Anne
Sullivan Writers’ Forum

Taos House © Kent Taylor
1st Place, Image from Last Conference, 2013 Contest
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